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3

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Introduction
This section of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) describes the proposed
development and its component parts. It also describes the construction methods to be
employed and all temporary and ancillary works associated with the construction phase
of the development. The proposed development comprises: the development of a multiuse shared leisure route (Blueway), approximately 115 kilometres (km) in length, on the
existing navigation towpath, which is an existing National Waymarked Trail. This will
include tailored surface finishes, information, directional, and safety signage, and all
other associated ancillary works. The route commences in Lowtown, County Kildare,
passes through County Laois and finishes in St. Mullins, County Carlow. Approximately
47km of the route is in County Kildare, 16km in County Laois and 52km in County Carlow.
The proposed works are detailed on the drawings in Appendix 3-1 and are described
below. A number of changes have been made to the scheme which were requested in the
Further Information Requests (these are itemised in the Further Information Request
Responses included in Appendix 1-1). A Construction Environment Management Plan
(CEMP) is included and contained in Appendix 3-2. A Designer’s Report has also been
prepared as part of this request and is included in Appendix 3-3. This details relaxations
and departures from standards.

3.2

Proposed Works
The proposed works for the Barrow Blueway scheme includes the following:
















Upgrade and re-surfacing of existing Barrow Way towpath and track to a multiuse leisure trail along Grand Canal (Barrow Line) and River Barrow (Barrow
Navigation).
Localised road widening (approximately 1.5km)
Provision of 26 no. road crossings and interfaces for pedestrian and cyclists
Provision of signage and information boards
Provision of passing bays at certain locations along the route
Construction of new pedestrian footbridges at Athy and at Rathangan
Construction of cantilevered path at Bagenalstown
Replacement of railings and gates at selected locations
Construction of fencing
Construction of railings at selected locations
Replacement of timber mooring posts
Bank repairs and edge protection works at 3 no. locations at Milford
Resurfacing of car parks at 11 no. locations and 2 new proposed car parks at
Rathangan, Co. Kildare and on L39321-0 near the M7 road bridge Co. Kildare
Other associated ancillary works

The proposal entails the upgrading of the existing towpath and trackway which is also an
existing National Waymarked Trail. This will provide a high quality multi-use shared
leisure route connecting Lowtown in County Kildare to St. Mullins in County Carlow. The
trail will follow through the settlements of Rathangan, Monasterevin, Vicarstown, Athy,
Carlow, Leighlinbridge, Bagenalstown, Goresbridge, Graiguenamanagh and St. Mullin’s.
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3.2.1 Upgrade of existing towpath and trackway
The proposed works will include the surfacing of the existing trackway on both the River
Barrow and the towpath on the Grand Canal (Barrow Line) to further facilitate walking
and cycling activity in the area. Tailored surface finishes shall be employed to ensure a
durable and fit for purpose trail in accordance with National Trails Office Guidance and
TII Standards. These surfaces will not only improve accessibility, but provide a more
robust surface that will be able to withstand increased footfall and traffic.
The surfaced area will be 2.5 metres in width along the majority of the route to
accommodate cyclists, walkers and other recreational users as well as maintenance
vehicles that already use the towpath. In certain sections the path will be narrowed
locally, where necessary, due to topography, surrounding habitats or existing
structures (e.g. at locks or bridge underpasses) and will include a typical buffer of a 1
metre verge (where possible) on both sides (between the riverbank and hedge or
backdrain on the inland side), which will be vegetated in most cases. This will reduce to
0.25 metres in certain sections. The proposed path along the canal and river banks has
been positioned in order to optimise the available space and maximise the verge widths
between the canal/river bank and any back drains, whilst also minimising any potential
impact on hedgerows or mature trees. Generally these verge widths are not less than
1.0m which is the desirable minimum in accordance with TII design standard DN-GEO03047. As the setting of the proposed Blueway is largely rural in nature Waterways
Ireland’s design proposal has been developed in order to minimise the need for
safety/guard railings; thus ensuring a balance between the comfort and safety of the
user and a sense of the rural environment.
Approximately 6 kilometres of the path is along existing local and regional roads, and
approximately 109 kilometres along the existing towpath or river bank trackway. The
existing surface of the towpath and trackway varies from grassed areas, unbound
surface and bound surfaces.
3.2.1.1

Path Surfacing
The proposed surface will vary along the route, and include four types of surfacing.
Typical images of each are shown in Plates 3.1 to 3.4 below. Plates 3.1-3.3 are examples
of existing surfacing on the Barrow Blueway.





Type A : Compacted Stone and Dust (unbound)
Type B: Bitmac/Asphalt (bound)
Type C: Surface Dressing (bound)
Type D: Concrete (bound)
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Plate 3.1: Type A Surfacing - Unbound

Plate 3.3: Type C Surfacing – Surface Dressing
Concrete

Plate 3.2: Type B Surfacing - Bound

Plate 3.4: Type D Surfacing –

The most commonly used surfacing to be used is Type A – Compacted Stone and Dust.
This is proposed along approximately 95.5 kilometres of the Blueway, (approximately 36
kilometres in Co. Kildare, and 15.1 kilometres in Co. Laois and 45.3 kilometres in Co.
Carlow) and will be used in rural locations. In most cases this will replace the existing
grass surface as well as restoration of areas of unbound surfacing which are partially
grassed over.
In accordance with TII Publications DN-GEO-03047 – Rural Cycle Scheme Design –
Section 8.0 Construction Details, the preferred surface for the Blueway shall be an
unbound dust surface, given the largely rural nature of the proposal, where the surface
is required to give a sense of the environment. Also, given the rural setting of the Blueway
proposal, the cycle facilities attractiveness is equally as important as the comfort of the
cyclist. Therefore the unbound surface is the preferred option to minimise environmental
and visual effects along the towpaths and river banks as it provides more natural
aesthetics and blends with the rural environment. The unbound surface will complement
and enhance the existing areas that it passes through whilst being sensitive to the
surrounding environment.
Type B (Bitmac/Asphalt) surfacing will be used primarily in urban areas and in areas
where road widening is proposed, and also 15 metres on either side of the proposed road
crossings, as well as for a number of car parks within the site boundary. This will be
carried out over approximately 9.8 kilometres (Approximately 5.1 kilometres in Co.
Kildare, 0.4 kilometres in Co. Laois and 4.3 kilometres in Co. Carlow).
Type C (Surface Dressing) will be applied to any areas of existing bound surfaces which
are deteriorated, which is approximately 6.4 kilometres (Approximately 5.8 kilometres
in Co. Kildare, 1.4 kilometres in Co. Laois and 0.1 kilometres in Co. Carlow).
Type D is a reinforced concrete roadway which will be used in two locations – to replace
the existing surfacing below St Mullins lock, as well as a section in Tomard
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Upper/Rathornan and Rathvinden where it replaces a grassed surface. This length of
concrete surfacing is approximately 3.1kilometres. Details regarding the construction of
these surfaces types are contained in Section 3.4.3 below.
Table 3.1 - Construction Material Types & Volumes Required
County
Development
Distance (m)
Finished
Component
(approximate)
Surface Area
(m2)
(approximate)
Kildare
Unbound Surface 36,000
90,000
(Type A)
Bitmac/Asphalt
(Type B)
Surface Dressing
(Type C)
Concrete (Type
D)
Total
(Kildare)
Laois

Total
(Laois)
Carlow

Total
(Carlow)
Total
(Full
Length)

Unbound Surface
(Type A)
Bitmac/Asphalt
(Type B)
Surface Dressing
(Type C)
Concrete (Type
D)

Unbound Surface
(Type A)
Bitmac/Asphalt
(Type B)
Surface Dressing
(Type C)
Concrete (Type
D)j

Constructio
n Materials
(m3)
24,930

5,100

12,750

4,488

5,800

14,500

725

0

0

0

46,900

117,250

30,143

15,100

37,750

10,456.75

400

1,000

352

500

1,250

62.5

0

0

0

16,000

40,000

10,871.25

45,300

113,250

31,370.25

4,300

10,750

3,784

100

250

12.5

3,100

13,950

4,882.5

52,800

138,200

40,049.25

115,700

295,450

81,064

.
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In calculation of the above material volumes a number of assumptions have been made
and therefore all figures should be considered indicative only. Assumptions and
approximations used in calculating the above data are detailed below;










3.2.1.2

Finished Surface Area represents the visible finished surface of the track,
which will be 2.5m in width. However, granular sub base material is to be laid
at a width of 2.8m under all surface finish types. This has been accounted for
in calculating the volume of construction materials
Where construction materials are referred to, this represents all materials
used in construction of that particular surface type e.g. Type A consists of a
layer of granular sub-base material and a layer of crushed limestone. Further
details on these materials are outlined in Section 3.4.3 below
Surface dressing depth has been estimated at 50mm. In reality this is likely to
be much smaller but will account for filling of potholes and grading of existing
track to suitable cambers etc.
The depth of granular sub-base material has been estimated at 225mm.
However, in reality, this will range from 150mm-300mm across the length of
the proposed development.
Construction materials does not include any rock which will be required to in
fill “soft spots” which have been excavated to below formation level.

Path Width
The detailed rationale for the 2.5m path width is contained in Section 3.3 of the Planning
Application Supporting Information Document (Appendix 3-2).
The design path width of 2.5m has been selected based on safety, operation, economic
and environmental effects and sustainability. It is justified on the basis of the largely
rural setting and the need to minimise the environmental impacts and also negate
disproportional construction costs for the proposal. The preferred standard width of
2.5m will be locally reduced at 'pinch points' where existing fixed infrastructure would
make the provision of a 2.5m wide path disproportionally expensive. The path will also
be narrowed to accommodate existing features such as lock gates, bridge underpasses
and existing walls.
A further contributing factor to the selection of a 2.5m path width is that the Blueway
product is based on a 'slow tourism' concept and is targeted at providing easy
participation, broad appeal, soft adventure and family fun in a safe natural environment.
A number of guidance documents were consulted, including the National Trails Office
‘Classification and Grading of Recreational Trails (2008) and the TII Publication DNGEO-0347. TII Publications are written specifically for use on National Road Schemes
and their Departures from Standards system (as outlined in GE-GEN-01005) applies
only to National Roads.
As outlined in the Supporting Information Document (Appendix 3-2), in respect of works
to be carried out on the canal and river towpaths, Waterways Ireland as the competent
authority will determine the application of the Design Standards as necessary and
appropriate.
At locations where the proposed works are on public roads, Waterways Ireland will
consult with the Road Authority with regard to the proposed designs, and meet the
approval requirements relating to any relaxations or departures.
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Verge widths either side of the path will vary but will conform to standard, TII Publication
DN-GEO-0347 - Rural Cycle Scheme Design - Section 4 Cycle Scheme Layout, Table 4.2,
varying from in excess of 1.0m to a minimum of 0.25m in width. On the short localised
sections where this cannot be achieved safety railing or fencing will be provided.
The proposed design width meets the National Trails Office guidance for Shared Use
Trails / Greenways – which is described as including urban paths, and canal towpaths.
3.2.1.3

Design Standards
The walkway and cycle trail design, as developed to date, has been prepared in
accordance with current best management practice standards. Standards used in design
development and detailed design are generally as follows:








Rural Cycle Scheme Design (National Roads Authority, 2014)
The National Transport Authority’s National Cycle Manual (NTA, 2011);
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (National Roads Authority, 2000);
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (Highways Agency UK, 1992);
The National Roads Authority’s Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (NRA,
2001);
Traffic Management Guidelines (DTO et al., 2003)
Classification and Grading of Irish Trails (National Trails Office 2008).

3.2.2 Localised Road Widening
Localised road widening is proposed in a number of locations, where some additional
width is required to facilitate the upgraded trail. These are shown on the drawings in
Appendix 3-1. The locations for the road widening are as follows:
Co. Kildare
 Local road approaching Huband Bridge
 Local Road approaching Ballyteague Bridge- both directions
 Local Road at Junction South of Ballyteague Bridge
 Local Road south of Glenaree Bridge
 Local Road south of Ummeras Bridge
 Local Road south of High Bridge

3.2.3 Provision of road crossings for pedestrian and cyclists
To facilitate safe access at road crossing points, a number of crossings for pedestrians
and cyclists are proposed.
Where the trail path will cross a roadway it is proposed that combined cyclist and
pedestrian crossings be installed as indicated below. These combined crossings will be
uncontrolled and road traffic will have priority. A variety of uncontrolled crossings will
allow cyclists and pedestrians to stop and cross the main traffic safely. These include
solutions that passively reduce traffic speeds and/or address the crossing as a two-stage
process. It is proposed that cyclists and pedestrians must wait for a suitable gap in the
traffic before crossing. The volume and speed of traffic on the road will influence the
choice of these solutions. Heavier traffic and higher speeds will generally require
controlled crossings.
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The following are locations where the route crosses the road:
Co. Kildare
 Bridge at Lock 19
 Haberton Bridge
 Ballyteague Bridge
 Glenaree Bridge
 Rathangan Bridge
 South of Rathangan Bridge
 Spencer Bridge, Rathangan
 Wilson’s Bridge
 Ummeras Bridge
 McCartney’s Bridge
 High Bridge (Shepherd’s Brook)
 Monasterevin Lifting Bridge and Moore’s Bridge
 Bridge at Skirteen/Lock 25, Monasterevan
 Clougheen Bridge, Monasterevan
 Milltown Bridge
 Cardington Bridge
 Lennon’s Bridge
 Agustus Bridge, Athy
 Ardreigh Lifting Bridge
 Levistown Lifting Bridge
Co. Laois
 Fisherstown Bridge
 Courtwood Bridge
 Vicarstown Bridge
Co. Carlow
 Wellington Bridge, Carlow
 Leighlin Bridge
 Bagenalstown
 Graiguenamanagh Bridge
The drawings also show the trail uses existing underpasses such as under the M7
motorway, where signage is proposed. There are also a number of interfaces, which are
areas where there is a transition between a shared use footway, or cycle track, and the
carriageway. It is a shared area and therefore presents increased potential for conflict
between cycles, vehicles and pedestrians. With this in mind the Blueway has been
designed to minimise both delays and hazards for cycle users and pedestrians by
incorporating signage and road markings to mitigate the risks. Features such as chicane
barriers and passing bays in certain locations also minimise conflict. The detailed
drawings for road crossings and interfaces are included in Appendix 3-1, and issues
addressed in the FI are included in Appendix 1-1.
The drawings in Appendix 3-1 contain the details of the proposed crossings, which vary
depending on the location. In general, the road crossings include signs indicating
priority, signage to warn motorists as well as cyclists and pedestrians, and a change in
surfacing on the road. At some locations, Toucan crossings, zebra crossings and raised
‘traffic tables’ are proposed.
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3.2.4 Provision of signage, information boards and marker posts
Blueway route signage will be provided at strategic locations along the length of the trail
as indicated on the drawings. The route signage boards will be located at main access
points onto the route in towns and villages and shall be similar to that indicated in Plate
3.5 below.1. Installation of these signs will involve minor excavation works to facilitate
the installation and concreting in of support posts.
Marker/distance posts shall also be located at approximately 5-10km intervals along the
length of the route as indicated on the drawings in Appendix 3-1. These shall be similar
to that indicated in Plate 3.6 below. Installation of these marker/distance posts will
involve minor excavation works to facilitate the installation and concreting in of support
posts.

Plate 3.5: Examples of Information Board

Plate 3.6: Waymarking posts

3.2.5 Construction of new footbridges at Athy and Rathangan
The existing crossing point at Augustus Bridge was initially assessed in conjunction with
Kildare County Council Roads Section and the Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII)
National Road Authority (NRA). The use of a staggered crossing on a busy national route
(N78) was assessed to be unsafe due to the inadequate width of the bridge and the level
of complexity required for a pedestrian crossing, given the number of minor access
roads onto the bridge at this location.
Therefore in order to mitigate the risks and provide a suitable safe crossing point on the
canal it was determined that a footbridge downstream of Augustus Road Bridge would
be required. The purpose of the proposed footbridge is to provide users of the Blueway
with an easy and safe crossing point on the canal upstream of Lock 28 on the Grand Canal
Barrow Line, thus providing safe access to the existing Horse Bridge and onto the east
bank of the River Barrow.
A second footbridge is proposed at Rathangan, Co. Kildare, to the southwest of Spencer
Bridge. This allows the path to remain along the north western side of the canal between
Spencer Bridge and Rathangan Bridge, thereby utilising the existing Rathangan
footbridge, avoiding the area in the vicinity of the school and reducing the need for
additional road crossings points.
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The concept for both bridges is to provide a footbridge and access ramps which
complement the surrounding environment. The footbridges shall have an approximate
span (length) of 16m, and the access ramps shall be approximately 35m in length to meet
'accessibility for all' requirements in conjunction with providing adequate air draft for
boats using the canal. The bridge support beams shall be glulam type construction,
consisting of laminated timber, a type of structural engineered wood product comprising
a number of layers of dimensioned lumber bonded together (approx 240x450mm
section). The parapets of the bridge and access ramps shall be steel tube and steel
tension wire with a hardwood timber handrail. The decking to the bridge and access
ramps shall be anti-slip hardwood timber.
The bridge support abutments and ramp support structure shall be steel piles driven
into the bank, with a reinforced concrete foundation. The abutments and approach ramps
shall be clad in blue engineering brick constructed on a mass concrete foundation. Refer
to Drawing Nos. T01/EBN/AA309/P/K49.1 & 49.2 (Spencer Footbridge) and
T01/EBN/AA309/P/K62.1 (Athy Footbridge).
Plate 3.7 shows a bridge similar to the proposed bridge. Note: the proposed bridge is
included in Photomontages 7a and 7b, which are included to in Chapter 9.

Plate 3.7: Proposed pedestrian and cycle footbridge in Athy
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3.2.6 Construction of cantilevered walkway at Bagenalstown

Figure 3.1: Typical detail of proposed cantilever section at Bagenalstown

A short section (approximately 38 metres) of cantilevered walkway is proposed at
Bagenalstown. The existing stone quay wall is to be retained and the proposed
cantilevered structure will be structurally independent from the quay wall. The existing
crash barrier is to be removed and a proposed new crash barrier installed to NRA
standards. Further details are contained in Drawing T01/EBN/AA309/P/C52 contained in
Appendix 3-1 and in Appendix 1-1.

3.2.7 Bank repairs and edge protection works
Sections of the navigation are frequently undermined following the erosive effects of
flowing water. The sections will be repaired where it is deemed necessary in order to
undertake the construction of the trail. In response to the Further Information Request,
the proposal for Clogheen Bridge has been revised to include the removal of a number
of non-native trees to the south west of Clogheen Bridge, thereby avoiding bank and
instream works at this location. The locations where bank repairs are necessary are as
follows:
Co. Carlow:
The section of the canal bank directly south of Milford Bridge is retained by an
embankment section approximately 300m long. Mature trees are growing on the
embankment and whilst they may provide some basic reinforcement, they pose a risk to
the embankment if toppled during high winds or flooding. The embankment is
undermined in parts on the canal side. The outer face of the embankment is part
retained by a stone wall which is failing and broken in sections. Between Milford Canal
Bridge and Milford Lift Bridge, the following bank works are proposed (see Drawings
T01/EBN/AA309/P/C17 in Appendix 3-1 which shows details of the proposed works as
follows:




EA1 - 5 metres of erosion protection measures along the canal bank
EA2 - 25 metres of erosion protection measures along the canal bank
EA 3 - 25 metres of erosion protection along the back drain
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Soft engineering techniques will be applied to bank stabilisation works at all three
locations. This will consist of the installation of woven hazel walls which will be secured
to a series of chestnut posts driven into the bank face. The installation will be capped
with a timber brace attached to the posts 0.2m below normal water level. The space
behind the hazel wall to the existing bank will be backfilled with soil dredgings.
The installation will terminate at a level not greater than 0.3m below the existing top
bank level. The edge strip between the existing bank and the top of the installation will
be filled with bank material sourced at the site. A more detailed methodology is
contained in the CEMP in Appendix 3-2 of this EIS.

3.2.8 Replacement of gates at selected locations
A number of existing gates and railings at a number of locations are to be replaced along
the route. Some of the existing gates currently provide barriers to both pedestrians and
cyclists, and these will be replaced to facilitate access for those using the route.
Approximately 27 gates are to be replaced at a number of locations along the route. The
existing gates vary from farm gates to narrow kissing gates to steel barrier-type gates.
An example is shown below:

Plate 3.8: Examples of existing gates which form a barrier
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Plate 3.9: Examples of proposed accessible gate

These gates will either be replaced with pedestrian or cycle accessible gates, as shown
in Plate 3.9 above, or with a chicane-type barrier, as specified on the drawings contained
in Appendix 3.1. Figure 3.2 below shows the proposed chicane barrier gates:

Figure 3.2: Examples of proposed chicane style pedestrian and cycle accessible gate

Appendix 3-1 contains drawings which have details of proposed gates, and chicane
barriers. An existing steel barrier north of St Mullins Lock is to be replaced with a
chicane type barrier, as indicated in the drawings in Appendix 3-1.
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3.2.9
3.2.9.1

Construction of fencing and railings

Timber fencing
Timber fencing is proposed in locations where edge protection is needed due to proximity
to the river or to prevent access to farmland. These locations are indicated on the
drawings in Appendix 3-1. Most sections of fencing are relatively short and localised.

Figure 3.3: Examples of proposed timber fencing

3.2.9.2

Railings
Railings are proposed in a number of locations along the proposed route to protect
vulnerable trail users, either along steps or at locations where the path passes close to
the water’s edge. These include locations where the path narrows on approach to
existing bridge underpasses, areas where the verge is less than 0.25 metres, ramped
access from existing roads or car parks in order to meet ‘Accessibility for All’ code of
practice requirements, and ramped approaches up and over road crossings where there
is a risk of falling on a steep incline or bank. These locations are shown in the planning
Drawings (see Appendix 3-1). Where existing obstructions occur at the bridge
underpasses, such as kissing gates (see Plate 3.10 below), these will be removed and
replaced with railings.

Plate 3.10: Examples of existing gates which form a barrier under Courtwood Bridge
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The proposed railings are shown in Figure 3.4 below. Details for fencing and railings
are shown in Appendix 3-1. It is proposed that the safety railings will be fixed to the
existing coping stones and if possible attached at existing joints if viable given the
irregular nature of the existing joints.

Figure 3.4. Proposed railing

3.2.10 Replacement of timber mooring posts
Timber mooring posts are to be replaced in one location at Rathvinden Lock. The
mooring posts to be used as replacements will be similar to the existing. The
methodology for the replacement is included in the CEMP in Appendix 3-2. A number of
timber mooring posts at Rathangan are to be removed to facilitate the pedestrian bridge.

3.2.11 Temporary Construction Compounds
It is proposed to locate approximately 23 no. Construction compounds along the route to
facilitate the construction of the Blueway and associated works. The potential locations
of these temporary compounds are shown in the planning drawings in Appendix 3-1. This
includes 13 no. compounds in Co. Kildare, 4 no compounds in Co. Laois, and 6 no.
compounds in Co. Carlow. . These locations are as follows:
Co. Kildare
 Lowtown
 Lock 20
 Glenree lock & Bridge
 Rathangan
 Wilson’s Bridge
 Macartney’s Bridge
 Monasterevin (lock 25)
 Miltown Bridge
 South of Miltown Bridge
 Athy (car park at Agustus Bridge)
 Athy (lock house 28th lock)
 Bunberry Bridge
 Maganey (car Park)
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Co. Laois
 L39321-0 at Wooden Bridge
 Fisherstown Bridge
 Vicarstown
 Clogrennan (car park)
Co. Carlow
 Milford
 Fenniscourt
 Goresbridge
 Clashganny
 Tinnahinch
 St. Mullin’s (Mullichain Cafe)

The temporary construction compounds will consist of a towable site hut, a portaloo, and
space for 4-6 lorry loads of construction material. The remaining space will include
turning space for vehicles. Several of the temporary construction compounds are located
in existing Waterways Ireland depots. Locations were chosen on existing hard surfaced
locations, while others are on grassed areas. Should any surfacing be required this
would consist of the placement of loose stone on a grassed surface.
Several compounds have the capacity to store more construction material than others.
These include Lowtown, Vicarstown, Maganey, Fenniscourt and Graiguenamanagh.
These include an area for a standard sized welfare cabin (with toilet facilities), associated
site office (PortaCabin), parking room for up to 4 cars, ability to stockpile 10 loads of
construction material and space for movement of vehicles to and from the site. Details
of the construction, use, management of the compounds as well as details on
reinstatement are included in the Construction and Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) contained Appendix 3-2.

3.2.12 Car and Cycle Parking Facilities
It is expected that users will continue to use existing parking facilities at locations where
the Blueway passes built up areas. The Blueway passes through a number of towns and
villages and it is important to note that one of the key functions of Blueways Trails is to
support local enterprise and employment in the tourism/recreation sectors. They
maximise the potential of existing assets and infrastructure by stimulating local
communities and attracting tourism to areas which have not been traditionally
associated with national or international visitors. Therefore the design rationale of
utilising the existing parking facilities in nearby towns and villages will help promote and
realise this potential stimulus and economic growth.
All existing car parking facilities which are located along the existing Waymarked Trail
will be utilised as indicated on the drawings in Appendix 3-1. A number of car parking
locations (11) exist within the site boundary, which are listed below. These areas shall be
resurfaced as specified in the drawings. Two new car parking locations are proposed at
Rathangan and near the M7 underpass south of Monasterevin. These locations will
provide safe access / egress to the Blueway and provide facilities such as parking for
cars and bicycles, seats / picnic tables and trail information signage. These include the
sites listed as follows;
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Co. Kildare:
 Lowtown
 Rathangan
 Spencer Bridge (proposed new car park)
 Athy
 Maganey Bridge
Co. Laois:
 Vicarstown
 L39321-0 near M7Underpass (proposed new car park)
Co. Carlow:
 Milford Canal Bridge
 Bagenalstown
 Ballytiglea
 Clashganna
 Graiguenmanagh
 St.Mullins
These locations will be provided with bicycle storage racks as detailed on Drawings
contained in Appendix 3-1. Installation of these cycle racks will involve minor excavation
work to facilitate construction of a concrete base to secure the rack.

3.2.13 Lighting
No lighting is proposed, to minimise environmental impacts.

3.3

Construction and Environmental Management
This section outlines the construction methodology and sequencing of the various
elements of the proposed works.
As requested by the Planning Authorities at Further Information stage, a CEMP is
contained in Appendix 3-2, which the appointed construction contractor will be required
to implement.

3.3.1 Site Set Up
Prior to the outset of any excavation, the works area will be assessed and clearly
delineated. The minimum area necessary will be identified and there will be no access
to works vehicles outside the fenced off areas.
All works will be located within the confines of these fences. No works will take place
outside the fences to prevent damage to areas outside the necessary development
footprint.

3.3.2 Earth Works
Construction of the Blueway will involve excavation of soil. This creates the potential for
sediment and/or nutrient run-off, especially if soil is stored in an unconsolidated state
for a period of time. Suspended solids or nutrients resulting from the decomposition of
organic material could potentially enter the adjacent Barrow Line/ Barrow and other
drainage features. It is considered unlikely that this would happen to a significant degree
given the presence of dense riparian vegetation in the existing watercourses. However
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the following measures will be employed during construction to ensure that no
significant impacts resulting from run off occur:










No direct discharges to water will be made
Natural vegetation on verges of the proposed route (c1m) and the riparian zone
will be preserved, acting as a filter to any sediment laden run-off
Excavation and infilling will be carried out in small progressive stages.
Any construction materials, prior to use, will be stored at designated locations,
suitably far away from the watercourse.
Excavations will be carried out using a suitably sized excavator and in all
circumstances, excavation depths and volumes will be minimised. .
The fencing will be the subject of daily in-section by the Environmental Clerk
of Works (ECoW) or the Site Supervisor to ensure it remains intact and
operating effectively.
The temporary stockpiling areas will be surrounded by silt fences to ensure
sediment-laden run-off does not occur.
Any excavated soil that is not re-used will be exported off site to a licensed
facility

In all circumstances, excavation depths and volumes will be minimised and excavated
material will be re-used where possible.

3.3.3 Instream Works
As outlined in the methodologies above, in-stream works will be required to complete
bank. revetment works within the canal section (Milford) of the navigation and
therefore water levels can be strictly controlled to ensure a safe working environment.
The instream works methodology are summarised as follows:










Clean stone will be imported to provide a solid working area on the bank
Where further lowering of the water level is required, the works area will be
sealed off with a watertight in-stream barrier to allow the construction works
to be carried out in a dry works area.
Water will be pumped out from the works area using a submersible pump and
through dewatering silt bags, prior to discharge back to the canal, as required.
The silt bag will allow the water to flow through the geotextile fabric and will
trap any of the finer silt and sediment remaining in the water. Details on silt
bags are included in the CEMP.
All topsoil will be stripped from the worksite and either stockpiled for re-use
as described in preceding sections or removed from the site entirely by a
licensed waste contractor.
Water quality shall be visually monitored on a regular basis by an
Environmental Clerk of Works during different weather conditions.

The instream works at Bagenalstown will be undertaken in line with Guidelines on
protection of fisheries during construction works in and adjacent to waters (IFI 2016).
This document sets out issues of concern in terms of construction impacts and their
prevention. It also provides guidance on timing of works which will be agreed with
Inland Fisheries Ireland prior to commencement.
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Works will involve the installation of piles into the canal bed which will be undertaken
from the canal bank. Subsequent placement of the cantilevered section will be via
bankside and pontoon mounted machinery.







No earthworks/disturbance to the banks of the canal shall occur other than
the minimum works necessary to be undertaken to facilitate construction of
the cantilever structure.
Prior to instream piling works a silt curtain will be placed across the inlet to
contain sediment and other material generated during piling.
Where silt or sediment is evident within the waters contained by the silt
curtain, the water will be pumped from the channel, through a silt bag with the
filtered water discharged back to the watercourse
Fuels, oils, greases and hydraulic fluids will be stored in bunded compounds
away from water.

3.3.4 Hydrocarbon Usage
The use of hydrocarbons during the works leads to the potential for pollution to enter
environment, including drainage ditches and, potentially, the Barrow Line/ River Barrow.
Leaks in poorly maintained plant and machinery could lead to hydrocarbon dispersal
over the site. Leaks in fuel storage tanks and spillages during refueling operations could
lead to larger releases of hydrocarbons into the environment.
Wherever possible, vehicles will be refuelled off-site. This will be the case for regular,
road-going vehicles. However, for construction machinery that will be based on-site
(excavators and dumpers), a limited amount of fuel will have to be stored on site.
 Only designated trained and competent operatives will be authorised to refuel
plant on site. Mobile measures such as drip trays and fuel absorbent mats will
be used during all refueling operations. Mobile storage such as fuel bowsers
will be used.
 When not in use, all valves and fuel trigger guns from fuel storage containers
will be locked.
 All plant refueling will take place on site using mobile fuel bowsers. Only
dedicated trained & competent personnel will carry out refueling operations.
Plant refueling will take place as far as practicable from watercourses. A spill
kit and drip tray shall be on site at all times and available for all refueling
operations. Equipment shall not be left unattended during refueling. All
pipework from containers to pump nozzles will have anti siphon valves fitted.
 Oil booms and oil soakage pads will be kept on site to deal with any accidental
spillage
 Strict procedures for plant inspection, maintenance and repairs shall be
detailed in the contractor’s method statements and machinery shall be
checked for leaks before arrival on site.
 All site plant will be inspected at the beginning of each day prior to use.
Defective plant shall not be used until the defect is satisfactorily fixed.
 All major repair and maintenance operations will take place off site.
 Care will be taken at all times to avoid contamination of the environment with
contaminants other than hydrocarbons, such as uncured concrete or other
chemicals.
 The plant refueling procedures described above shall be detailed in the
contractor’s method statements.
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3.3.5 Construction Timing
The timing of the construction of the proposed development will be subject to the
satisfactory completion of Planning procedures, procurement processes, the availability
of funding and the programming requirements of the appointed Contractor. The
proposed development will be constructed in sequenced stages.
It is estimated that the construction phase will be completed in phases over 24 months.
The tendering process will influence the size of the construction crew and the rate of
work completed, but it is estimated that a crew of 4-5 people will work on a specified
section. Several crews may operate at the same time. It is estimated that a crew of this
size will complete approximately 50 metres of the proposed Blueway per day.
The timing of construction works will take into account seasonal constraints, any
planning conditions and preferred timing for contractors. The timing for instream works
will be agreed with the IFI prior to commencement. The construction works may be
divided into several contracts.

3.4

Construction Methodology

3.4.1 Construction materials
Materials for construction of the works will be imported and delivered to the site by the
supplier, and stockpiled in small quantities within the site boundaries at the temporary
compound locations detailed on the drawings in Appendix 3-1 and also previously and
below in the sections 3.2.11 and 3.4.4 relating to Compounds and Access Routes.
Construction materials will be transported from stockpiled areas along the canal and
river banks in dumpers. Excavation and levelling of materials will be carried out using
traditional plant such as excavators and mini excavators in restricted areas. Excavation
of the existing surface will be kept to a minimum and avoided completely where there is
a risk of damage to existing tree roots.
Excavated material will be used for the reinstatement of the edges of the new trail to
reduce material importation costs as well as minimise the risk of the introduction of
invasives.
It is not envisaged that there will be a need to remove any large quantities of excavated
material from within the site boundary and any materials removed will be sent to
authorised waste recovery facilities. Detailed construction methodologies for each of the
surface types are contained below in the section relating to Construction Methodologies
for Surface Types.

3.4.2 Access Routes
Access to construct the path shall be gained via all existing national, regional and local
road access points along the length of the route between Lowtown and St. Mullins and
these are as listed below and shown on Drawing Nos T01/EBN/AA309/P/K09-K43
(Kildare), T01/EBN/AA309/P/L09-L21 (Laois) & T01/EBN/AA309/P/C09-C49 (Carlow).
These drawings are contained in Appendix 3-1and listed overleaf:
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Co. Kildare:
 Local access road from Roberstown to Lowtown
 Regional Road at Littletown Bridge (R415)
 Local road at Skew Bridge and Ballyteague Bridge
 Local Road at Locks 20 & 21
 Local Road at Glenaree north of Lock 22
 Local Road at Glenaree Bridge
 Regional Road at Rathangan Bridge (R401)
 Regional/Local Road at Spencer Bridge (R414)
 Local Road at Wilson's Bridge
 Local Road at Ummeras Bridge
 Local Road at Macartney's Bridge
 Local Road at Shepherd's Brook Bridge (High Bridge)
 Local/Regional Roads in Monasterevin (R424)
 Local access road to Moore's Bridge
 Regional Road at Clogheen Bridge (R445) Local Road north of Milltown Bridge
 Local Road at Milltown Bridge
 Regional Road at Cardington Bridge (R428)
 Local Road at Lennon's Bridge
 National Road at Augustus Bridge (N78)
 Local access path in Athy
 Regional Road/Local Road at Ardreigh Lock (R417)
 Regional Road south of Ardreigh Lock (R417)
 Regional Road at Tankardstown Bridge (R417)
 Regional/Local Access Road at Levitstown Lifting Bridge (R417)
 Regional Road at Maganey Bridge (R429)
 Unnamed road crossing at Sleatygragre
Co. Laois:





Local Road at Fisherstown Bridge
Local Road at Courtwood Bridge
Local Road north of Vicarstown
Regional Road at Vicarstown Bridge

Co. Carlow
 Unnamed road crossing at Sleaty Street
 Carlow Town - various locations in the town
 N9 just south of Carlow Town
 Milford Bridge west of Milford cross roads on the N9
 N9 just south of Rathvinden Lock
 Leighlinbridge just west of the R705
 Bagenalstown R705 to Royal Oak Bridge on R724
 Fenniscourt R705
 Unnamed local road at upper Ballyellen Lock
 Goresbridge crossing R702
 Ballyteigelea Bridge Crossing the R705
 Clashganna Lock west of the R729
 Bridge crossing on the R703 at Graiguenmanagh
 Local unnamed road east of bridge crossing R703 Graiguenamanagh
 Local unnamed road west of R729 leading to Carriglead Lock
 Local unnamed road west of Glynn leading to St Mullins Lock
 Local unnamed road leading to St. Mullin’s car park
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A traffic Management Plan will be prepared by the Contractor for each location for site
access.

3.4.3 Construction Methodology for Path Surfacing
3.4.3.1

Type A: Compacted Stone and Dust
This surfacing is to be applied on approximately 97.9 kilometres of the trail in rural
areas as specified in Section 3.2.1.1 above. Plate 3.11 shows a typical image of this
surfacing.

Plate 3.11: Typical Type A Surfacing

Figure 3.5: Type A Surfacing Construction Detail

3.4.3.1.1 Material Specification
Geotextile
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Autoway 120 or alternative equivalent product grade (Terram 2000, Lotrak
16/15)

Sub -Base layer
 Granular sub-base in accordance with Clause 804 of NRA Specification. It is
estimated that approximately 750m³ of material (Clause 804 topped with 6mm
crushed gravel) will be required per kilometres.
Surface layer
 25mm layer of 6mm crushed limestone or quarry dust.

3.4.3.1.2 Construction Sequence (Refer Figure 3.5)














Formation Tray Excavation (Desirable Width of 2.8m. Note width will vary from
a maximum 2.8m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for
example at lock houses and lock gates). Tree roots are to be avoided.
Overlay to Existing Path (Desirable Path Width of 2.5m. Note width will vary
from a maximum 2.5m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access
widths for example at lock houses and lock gates).
Using a suitable excavator, excavate the ground to expose sub-soil and grade
out irregularities to form 2.8m wide formation tray (width of formation tray to
be approximately 300mm wider than the path width) to maximum depth of
100mm below ground level. (Actual depth will depend on depth of sub-base
being used, which will depend on ground conditions. Where possible new
construction will overlay existing).
Formation tray should be rectangular in section with vertical sides and level
base.
Stripped vegetation and excavated topsoil to be stacked neatly either side of
formation tray to be used for reinstatement of path shoulders.
If soft spots are present, excavate the area below formation level until the subgrade is stable. Back fill with stone to formation level and compact.
There would be no excavation requirements in regard to the overlay of the
existing surface other than to address issues with soft spots as detailed above.
Geotextile Installation (including Geogrid if required)
Lay and secure geotextile sheet information tray or on top of the existing
ground. Overlap joining sheets by 1.0m.
If required in soft ground - Lay and secure geogrid on top of geotextile sheet.
Overlap joining sheets by 1.0m.

Sub-Base Layer
 Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay the required depth of Clause
804 granular sub-base upon the geotextile sheet to falls and levels, to form
1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall in maximum layer depths of 150mm.
(Existing Ground Conditions Hard Material-Depth 50mm Soft Material-Depth
300mm and Normal Material-Depth 200mm).
 Compact sub-base layer thoroughly using a roller until full compaction is
achieved.
 Once sub-base layer is compacted, check levels of the surface at regular
intervals along the compacted sub-base layer for consistent even surface
regularity. Any part of the sub-base layer deviating from the required level
must be raked off or topped up with additional Clause 804 granular sub-base
and re-compacted to the correct levels.
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Surface Layer
 Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay 25mm depth of 6mm
limestone dust to falls and levels, to form 1.5m to 2.5m wide path surface with
1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall along the centre line of compacted
sub-base layer.
 Compact surface layer thoroughly using a roller until full compaction is
achieved.
 Once rolling is finished, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along
the compacted surface layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part of
the surface layer deviating from the required level must be raked off or topped
up with additional 6mm limestone dust and re-compacted to the correct levels.
3.4.3.2

Type B: Bitmac/Asphalt
This surfacing type will be used along urban sections of the trail, sections of road
widening for shared use and approaches to road crossings, as described in Section
3.2.1.1 above and as detailed in the drawings in Appendix 3-1. A typical image is shown
in Plate 3.12 below:

Plate 3.12: Typical Type B Surfacing
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Figure 3.6: Type B Surfacing Construction Detail

3.4.3.2.1 Material Specification
Geotextile
 Autoway 120 or alternative equivalent product grade (Terram 2000, Lotrak
16/15)
Sub-Base layer
 Granular sub base in accordance with Clause 804 of NRA Specification.
Base layer
 60mm Dense Bitumen Macadam base course to Clause 901.
Surface layer
 40mm hot rolled asphalt to Clause 910 or Dense Bitumen Macadam wearing
course to Clause 901.

3.4.3.2.2 Construction Sequence (Refer Figure 3.6)









Formation Tray Excavation (Desirable Width of 2.8m. Note width will vary from
a maximum 2.8m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access widths for
example at lock houses and lock gates)
Overlay to Existing Path (Desirable Path Width of 2.5m. Note width will vary
from a maximum 2.5m wide and reduce to suit existing restricted access
widths for example at lock houses and lock gates)
Using a suitable excavator, excavate the ground to expose sub-soil and grade
out irregularities to form 2.8m wide formation tray (width of formation tray to
be approximately 300mm wider than the path width) to maximum depth of
100mm below ground level. (Actual depth will depend on depth of sub-base
being used, which will depend on ground conditions. Where possible new
construction will overlay existing).
Formation tray should be rectangular in section with vertical sides and level
base.
Stripped vegetation and excavated topsoil to be stacked neatly either side of
formation tray to be used for reinstatement of path shoulders.
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If soft spots are present, excavate the area below formation level until the subgrade is stable. Back fill with stone to formation level and compact.
There would be no excavation requirements in regard to the overlay of the
existing surface other than to address issues with soft spots as detailed above.
Geotextile Installation (including Geogrid if required)
Lay and secure geotextile sheet information tray or on top of the existing
ground. Overlap joining sheets by 1.0m.
If required in soft ground - Lay and secure geogrid on top of geotextile sheet.
Overlap joining sheets by 1.0m.

Sub Base Layer
 Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay the required depth of Clause
804 granular sub-base upon the geotextile sheet to falls and levels, to form
1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall in maximum layer depths of 150mm.
(Existing Ground Conditions Hard Material-Depth 50mm Soft Material-Depth
300mm and Normal Material-Depth 200mm).
 Compact sub-base layer thoroughly using a roller until full compaction is
achieved.
 Once sub-base layer is compacted, check levels of the surface at regular
intervals along the compacted sub-base layer for consistent even surface
regularity. Any part of the sub-base layer deviating from the required level
must be raked off or topped up with additional Clause 804 granular sub-base
and re-compacted to the correct levels.
Base Layer
 Using mini paving machine lay 60mm depth of dense bitumen macadam base
course to Clause 903 and to falls and levels, to form 2.5m wide path surface
with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall.
 Compact layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full
compaction is achieved.

Surface Layer
 Using mini paving machine lay 45mm depth of hot rolled asphalt or dense
bitumen macadam wearing course to Clause 903 and to falls and levels, to
form 2.5m wide path surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall.
 Compact surface course layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling
until full compaction is achieved.
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3.4.3.3

Type C: Surface Dressing
A typical image of surface dressing is shown below:

Plate 3.13: Typical Type C Surfacing

Figure 3.7: Type C Surfacing Construction Detail

Locations
Existing deteriorated bound surfaces.

3.4.3.3.1 Material Specification
Tack Coat
Cationic Bitumen Emulsion in accordance with Clause 920 of the NRA Specification and
BS 434.
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Base layer
Regulating course to Clause 907 to fill potholes and surface irregularities and create
necessary cross-falls and cambers.
Surface layer
Single layer of chippings (3mm) applied to a surface dressing adhesive of resin or hot
sprayed coat of bitumen emulsion to Clause 919.

3.4.3.3.2 Construction Sequence (Refer Figure 3.7)
Surface Preparation
 Desirable Path Width of 2.5m and varies depending on width of existing bound
surface.
 Clean existing surface of weed growth and debris and apply tack coat were
required to Clause 920.
Base Layer
 Using mini paving machine lay regulating course to fill potholes and achieve
falls and levels, to form 2.5m wide surface (will vary depending on width of
existing bound surfaces) with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall.
 Compact layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full
compaction is achieved.
 Once rolling is finished, check levels of the surface at regular intervals along
the compacted regulating layer for consistent even surface regularity. Any part
of the regulating course layer deviating from the required level must be
regulated with additional material and re-compacted to the correct levels.
Surface Layer
 Spray surface dressing adhesive of resin or hot sprayed coat of bitumen
emulsion on the regulated surface and apply the 3mm chippings in accordance
with Clause 919.
 Compact surface course layer thoroughly using a roller until full compaction
is achieved.
 Loose chippings to be swept and removed from the finished surface before
opening for use.
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3.4.3.4

Type D: Concrete
A typical image of concrete surfacing is shown below in the foreground:

Plate 3.14: Typical Type D Surfacing

Figure 3.8: Type D Surfacing Construction Detail

Locations
Concrete surfacing will be used on sections of trackway subject to flooding. It will
comprise a reinforced concrete track which will be used in two locations – to replace
the existing surfacing below St Mullins lock, as well as an existing grassed section in
Tomard Upper/Rathornan/Rathvinden. This length of concrete surfacing is
approximately 3.1kilometres.
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3.4.3.4.1 Material Specification
Separation Membrane
 1000 gauge polyethylene sheeting with 1m minimum laps.
Sub-Base / regulating layer
 Granular sub base in accordance with Clause 804 of NRA Specification.
Surface layer


C40/20 air entrained concrete with fabric mesh reinforcement.

3.4.3.4.2 Construction Sequence (Refer Figure 3.8)
New concrete surface to existing stone road at St Mullins and to the section of path
upstream of Leighlinbridge.
Sub Base / Foundation Layer









Excavate any soft or unstable terrain on the existing road to a stable sub-grade.
Back fill with stone to formation level any potholes and soft area excavations
and compact.
Using either a drag box or excavator trim the Clause 804 granular sub-base to
falls and levels, to form 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall in maximum
layer depths of 150mm.
Compact sub-base layer thoroughly using a roller until full compaction is
achieved.
Once sub-base layer is compacted, check levels of the surface at regular
intervals along the compacted sub-base layer for consistent even surface
regularity. Any part of the sub-base layer deviating from the required level
must be raked off or topped up with additional Clause 804 granular sub-base
and re-compacted to the correct levels.
Stripped vegetation and excavated topsoil to be stacked neatly either side of
the roadway to be used for reinstatement of roadway verges.

Separation membrane



Lay and secure separation membrane on top of the existing ground. Overlap
joining sheets by 1.0m.
If required in soft ground - Lay and secure geogrid on top of geotextile sheet.
Overlap joining sheets by 1.0m.

Surface Layer






Shutter side faces of proposed roadway and place reinforcement layers 50mm
minimum cover. Set out contraction / expansion joint positions and shutter end
stops.
Place 200mm depth of C40/20 air entrained concrete to form 4.5m wide road
surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall. Joints to be located in
accordance with NRA specification.
Vibrate concrete layer thoroughly and provide a tamp finish to achieve an antislip surface. Allow concrete to cure prior to striking of formwork and joint stop
ends.
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3.4.3.5

Landscaping and Biosecurity
Following construction, landscaping is to be carried out as follows:




Using available topsoil and turfs (if necessary imported topsoil) from
excavations cover path base edges butting turfs tightly together to cover
exposed roots and topsoil. Landscaped verges and edges should be finished
level with path surface and taper down and away from the path surface to allow
surface water to run off onto adjacent verges.
Finish with a fine layer of topsoil. Areas are to be allowed to re-vegetate
naturally.

A Biosecurity Plan will form part of the Construction and Environmental Management
Plan to ensure the impacts associated with the introduction and or spread of invasive
species are minimised. The following measures address potential effects associated
with the construction phase of the project:








Good construction site hygiene will be employed to prevent the introduction
and spread of problematic invasive alien plant species (e.g. Himalayan Balsam,
Japanese Knotweed etc.) by thoroughly washing vehicles prior to arriving or
leaving any site.
All plant and equipment employed on the construction site (e.g. excavator,
footwear, etc.) will be thoroughly cleaned down prior to arrival on site to
prevent the spread of invasive plant species
All washing must be undertaken in areas with no potential to result in the
spread of invasive species. This process will be detailed in the contractor's
method statement.
Any soil and topsoil required on the site will be sourced from a stock that has
been screened for the presence of any invasive species and where it is
confirmed that none are present.

3.4.4 New Car Park Construction Methodology
Bound Surface (Bitmac / Asphalt)
Proposed new car parking areas: South of Spencer Bridge (80m² - circa 6 parking
spaces), and Local road L39321-1 (beside M7 underpass) (130m² - circa 6-7 parking
spaces).
3.4.4.1

Material Specification






3.4.4.2

Geotextile: Autoway 120 or alternative equivalent product grade (Terram 2000,
Lotrak 16/15)
Sub-Base layer: Granular sub base in accordance with Clause 804 of NRA
Specification.
Base layer: 60mm Dense Bitumen Macadam base course to Clause 901.
Surface layer: 40mm hot rolled asphalt to Clause 910 or Dense Bitumen
Macadam wearing course to Clause 901.
Kerbs: Precast concrete kerbs in accordance with TII CC-SCD-01101.

Construction Sequence
Excavation
 Using a suitable excavator, excavate the ground to expose sub-soil and grade
out irregularities to form formation tray to maximum depth of 300mm below
ground level.
 Stripped vegetation and excavated topsoil to be stacked neatly either side of
formation tray to be used for reinstatement of car park and path shoulders.
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If soft spots are present, excavate the area below formation level until the subgrade is stable. Back fill with stone to formation level and compact.

Geotextile Installation (including Geogrid if required)



Lay and secure geotextile sheet on top of the existing ground. Overlap joining
sheets by 1.0m.
If required in soft ground - Lay and secure geogrid on top of geotextile sheet.
Overlap joining sheets by 1.0m.

Sub Base Layer
 Using either a drag box or suitable excavator lay the required depth of Clause
804 granular sub-base upon the geotextile sheet to falls and levels, to form
1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall in maximum layer depths of 150mm.
(Existing Ground Conditions Hard Material-Depth 50mm Soft Material-Depth
300mm and Normal Material-Depth 200mm).
 Compact sub-base layer thoroughly using a roller until full compaction is
achieved.
 Once sub-base layer is compacted, check levels of the surface at regular
intervals along the compacted sub-base layer for consistent even surface
regularity. Any part of the sub-base layer deviating from the required level
must be raked off or topped up with additional Clause 804 granular sub-base
and re-compacted to the correct levels.
Kerbs
 Place kerbs to required level around the boundary of the car park on mass
concrete bedding in accordance with CC-SCD-01101.
Base Layer
 Using mini paving machine lay 60mm depth of dense bitumen macadam base
course to Clause 903 and to falls and levels, to form 2.5m wide path surface
with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall.
 Compact layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling until full
compaction is achieved.
Surface Layer
 Using mini paving machine lay 40mm depth of hot rolled asphalt or dense
bitumen macadam wearing course to Clause 903 and to falls and levels, to
form 2.5m wide path surface with 1:50 (2%) camber or 1:40 (2.5%) cross-fall.
 Compact surface course layer thoroughly using a roller and continue rolling
until full compaction is achieved.
Landscaping
 Using available topsoil and turfs (if necessary imported topsoil) from
excavations cover path base edges butting turfs tightly together to cover
exposed roots and topsoil. Landscaped verges and edges should be finished
level with path surface and taper down and away from the path surface to allow
surface water to run off onto adjacent verges
 Finish with a fine layer of topsoil.
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3.4.5 Construction Methodology for Bank Works at Locations in Milford
The following methodology refers to the installation of soft engineering bank revetment
works at three locations (two of which are 25m in length and the other 5m in length)
along the Milford Canal on the Barrow Navigation, Co. Carlow (see Drawing No.
T01/EBN/AA309/P/C17 below and in Volume 2 of the EIS).
Following an assessment of a number of revetment options including sheet piling, gabion
mattresses or rock armour it was agreed that the most appropriate and sustainable
option for this canal section was the employment of soft bank engineering in the form of
spiling. Spiling is a proven and well documented (e.g. the River Restoration Centre and
The New Rivers& Wildlife Handbook – RSPB) methodology for preventing erosion of
canal and river banks. The use of the proposed soft engineering options has many
benefits:
1.
2.
3.

Woody vegetation is used by many forms of wildlife thereby acting as both an erosion
control measure and habitat enhancement for local wildlife.
Upon successful establishment the range of resultant flora will support a wider
variety of birds, mammals and invertebrates.
Landscape and amenity value is preserved through use of these natural materials.

No instream works are proposed in the river section of the navigation.
Step by Step Methodology
3.4.5.1

Materials Specification





Timber chestnut posts (1500x50x50);
Hazel rods;
Dredgings;
Reclaimed vegetation (sourced locally).

Methodology
 Prepare site and place appropriate pedestrian/traffic diversion and protection
measures.
 As the works are wholly contained within the canal section of the navigation
water levels can be strictly controlled to ensure a safe working environment.
 Weather forecasts will be monitored to ensure works are undertaken in dry
conditions.
 To minimise impacts to the overall ecological integrity of the canal length each
section requiring revetment will be dammed off and water levels lowered.
 In consultation with IFI, electrofishing will be employed to relocate fish from
dammed off sections to an unaffected section of canal.
 Water levels will then be further lowered to enable a safe working environment
with water over pumped between canal sections, as required.
 Regrade the canal bank to allow for successful installation of willow spiling.
 Installation of chestnut posts at water's edge and at bank interface will result
in the formation of a shelf as follows:
o Hammer/drive the outside line of timber posts to form front face of
anti-erosion works;
o Drive inside line of timber posts to form back face of anti-erosion
works;
o Install timber brace to provide additional strength;
o Weave the front wall with hazel and tie to back line of timber posts;
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A nylon geotextile will be utilised behind the spiling to help stabilise the soil.
The installation will terminate at a level not greater than 0.3m below the
existing top bank level.
Backfill within the timbers with locally sourced dredging or other suitable soil
to 200mm below water level.
Place reclaimed vegetation, where available, to top surface.
The upper bank is then graded back to a safe smooth transition slope that is
un-revetted and left to recolonise naturally with in-situ seedbank.

As the works are located adjacent to the canal, water levels can be controlled as
outlined above. However, where an additional factor of safety is required, the
methodology for instream works can also be adopted where required and as
determined by the appointed contractor’s method statement. Installation of artificial
otter holts will also form part of these bank revetment works.

3.4.6 Construction of new footbridges at Athy and Rathangan and cantilever
walkway
Material Specification

Steel piles to bridge abutment and access ramp support structure.

Reinforced concrete to bridge abutment foundations and access ramp
foundations.

Blue Engineering brick cladding to bridge abutments and sides of approach
ramps.

Glulam curved beam to bridge structure.

Anti-slip hardwood timber decking to bridge walkway and access ramps.
 Steel tube and steel tension wire with hardwood timber handrail to bridge
parapets and access ramp parapets.
3.4.6.1

Construction Sequence














Prepare site, and place appropriate pedestrian and traffic controls/diversions
along the canal banks.
Drive an appropriate pile arrangement for the two main bridge abutments
(steel H-Piles 2-4nr per abutment) and the four other ramp supports. This
operation shall be conducted from the bank of the canal with no interference
to the water body of the canal.
Excavate canal bank to formation level for the construction of the two main
reinforced concrete bridge abutments and the four other ramp supports. This
operation shall be conducted from the bank of the canal with no interference
to the water body of the canal.
Fix the steel reinforcement for the two bridge abutments and the four other
ramp supports. This operation shall be conducted from the bank of the canal
with no interference to the water body of the canal.
Erect formwork for the two main bridge abutments and the four other ramp
supports and seal to ensure no leachate of concrete. Pour the concrete as
required for each of the abutments and supports.
Strip the concrete shutters once the concrete has set.
Erect steel support structure for approach ramps and pour mass concrete
foundation for cladding to approach ramps. This operation shall be conducted
from the bank of the canal with no interference to the water body of the canal.
Deliver the footbridge and ramps to the site and crane into position securing
the bridge and ramps to the abutments and support structure.
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Clad bridge abutments and the ramp supports in blue engineering brick. This
operation shall be conducted from the bank of the canal with no interference
to the water body of the canal

A section (approximately 38 metres) of cantilevered walkway is proposed at
Bagenalstown. An existing stone quay wall structure is to be retained and the proposed
cantilevered structure will be structurally independent from the quay wall. The
cantilevered walkway will be supported from the underside of the structure steel piles
which will be driven from the bank or on a floating pontoon using a piling rig.
As both the cantilever walkway will comprise modular construction, pre-assembly will
occur prior to delivery to site are in a suitable assembly area adjacent to where the
structures are to be installed. The pre-assembled elements will be lifted in place with
pontoon mounted machinery. An existing crash barrier adjacent to the cantilever
walkway will be removed and a proposed new crash barrier installed to an approved
NRA standard.

3.5

Operation of the Proposed Barrow Way
It is expected that the proposed Blueway will cater for additional users as described in
Chapter 2. The original EIS included a document which included calculations carried out
as part of the River Barrow Cycling Trail – Feasibility and Technical Specifications
Report, 2012 a calculation on the existing and proposed users of the River Barrow
walking trail. Based on information extrapolated from other similar public trail projects,
it is assumed that existing walkers would represent 50% of the final number of walkers
and that existing cyclists are at 10% of the projected number of cyclists. Visitors that both
walk and cycle during their trip are estimated at being 20% of their final estimated
number. The calculations and basis for these assumptions is provided in Appendix 3-4.
However as a response to the Further Information Request, a further document was
produced ‘Analysis of Existing and Projected Visitor Numbers along the Proposed
Barrow Blueway Trail. This is included in Appendix 3-5. This document includes both
data gathered from automated counters as well as physical recordings to validate this
data. Both documents support the rationale for designing the upgraded trail to cater for
less than 1,500 users per day.
There will be ongoing maintenance of the Blueway after the initial development. Ongoing
activities will include; periodic surface maintenance to ensure the design specification is
upheld along with management of the grassy verge. After storm conditions there will be
a need to make storm repairs to both the surface and the clearing of any debris left on
the track from broken tree branches or fallen trees. Track wash outs, surface damage,
etc. will require repair or redressing to provide a suitable surface again.
Fences, gates, cattle stops and signage will also require maintenance efforts with age,
weather, stock, vehicle and vandalism damage. Amenity facilities are to be at several car
parking locations as set out in Section 3.2.12 above.
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